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Abstract (résumé):

In this talk, we analyze the design choices that allowed modern scalable data management systems to achieve orders of magnitude higher levels of scalability compared to traditional databases. With this understanding, we highlight some design principles for data management systems that can be used to augment existing databases with new cloud features such as scalability, elasticity, and autonomy.

We then present two systems that leverage these principles. The first system, G-Store, provides transactional guarantees on data granules formed on-demand while being efficient and scalable.

The second system, ElasTraS, provides elastically scalable transaction processing using logically contained database partitions.

Finally, we will present two techniques for on-demand live database migration, a primitive operation critical to provide lightweight elasticity as a first class notion in the next generation of database systems. The first technique, Albatross, supports live migration in a multitenant database serving OLTP style workloads where the persistent database image is stored in network attached storage. The second technique, Zephyr, efficiently migrates live databases in a shared nothing transactional database architecture.
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